Tails - Feature #5977
Adapt documentation from Incognito
07/18/2013 07:48 AM - Tails

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category:
Target version: Tails_1.3
Feature Branch:
Type of work: End-user documentation
Blueprint:

Start date: 03/06/2014
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
Starter: No
Affected tool:

Description
The Incognito's documentation has been imported.

Left to do:
- see the comments on #6868 for a list of things that were inherited from Incognito's documentation
- we've moved autorun in Windows (#6083) to the wishlist, so tails within windows should be dropped.

Off-topic here:
- thunderbird: now tracked on children ticket from Return of Icedove? (#7158)

Subtasks:
- Feature # 6868: Identify which parts of our doc are still inherited from Incognito
- Feature # 7139: Rework /doc/about/anonymity/
- Feature # 7141: Rework /doc/sensitive_documents/office_suite
- Feature # 7142: Rework /doc/sensitive_documents/desktop_publishing/
- Feature # 7143: Rework /doc/advanced_topics/virtualization/
- Feature # 7140: Rework /doc/anonymous_internet/i2p

History
#1 - 07/19/2013 09:53 AM - sajolida
- Assignee set to sajolida

#2 - 03/06/2014 10:29 PM - sajolida
- Subject changed from adapt documentation from Incognito to Adapt documentation from Incognito
- Description updated
- Starter set to No

#3 - 04/15/2014 03:00 PM - intrigeri
- Description updated

#4 - 04/26/2014 09:11 AM - intrigeri
- Status changed from Confirmed to In Progress

#5 - 04/29/2014 11:29 AM - anonym
- Target version changed from Tails_1.0 to Tails_1.1

#6 - 05/02/2014 10:33 PM - BitingBird
- Description updated

04/04/2020 1/2
Just curious, while triaging tickets: do we still consider this as a blocker for 1.1?

- Target version changed from Tails_1.1 to Tails_1.2

- Target version changed from Tails_1.2 to Tails_1.2.1

- Target version changed from Tails_1.2.1 to Hole in the Roof

- Assignee deleted (sajolida)

Now that I moved #7140 and #8949 out of this task, it can be closed at last!

Indeed. Just do it? :)

Now that I moved #7140 and #8949 out of this task, it can be closed at last!

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

- Target version changed from Hole in the Roof to Tails_1.3